
 

Taylor eLesson Plans for March 30 thru April 03, 2020 

Gateway to Technology: FLIGHT 

PAPER CARGO AIRPLANE CHALLENGE 

Grade Level & Subject:  All Aerospace Classes (6th,7th & 8th) 

Day #: March 30 – April 3, 2020:  “Paper Cargo Airplane” 

Standards & I CAN STATEMENT: 
 
Standard #5: I can convert measurements within a single system of measurement: customary (i.e., in., ft) 
Standard #7:  Solve real-world and mathematical problems 

Essential Questions: How much cargo can a paper airplane carry? 

Materials and Resources 
 paper | tape |coins or paper clips | www.paperaeroplane.com | https://www.origamiway.com/paper-airplane-designs.shtml 

 
Activities: Scenario 
You and your team are entering a contest for young engineers. You may collaborate with others on this challenge. You must design 

and make a paper airplane that can carry a cargo. The plane must glide more than ten feet.  The cargo will be money-coins, (pennies, 

nickels, dimes, etc.).   

To Be Submitted:  

Use YOUR Edmodo class to submit completed work OR hand-in the assignments when you return to school.  

 4B-Day  Edmodo Class code:  aj9s99 
 11B-Day Edmodo Class code: 7ubsxq 

 12B-DayEdmodo Class code: ah4nv7  

www.paperaeroplane.com
https://www.origamiway.com/paper-airplane-designs.shtml


 

 

PAPER CARGO AIRPLANE CHALLENGE 

Scenario: You and your team are entering a contest for young engineers. You may collaborate with others on 

this challenge. Your team can include another student(s) or an adult(s). You must design and make a paper 

airplane that can carry a cargo. The plane must glide more than ten feet.  The cargo will be money-coins, 

(pennies, nickels, dimes, etc.).   

 

March 30 thru April 3, 2020 April 13 thru 17, 2020 April 20 thru 24, 2020 April  27 thru 30, 2020 
PAPER CARGO AIRPLANE DESIGN 

 Design and test fly different types of 
paper airplanes. 

 Observe which type glided the 
farthest and record the distance. 

  Decide which 2 paper airplane 
designs you will use for the 
challenge. 

 Use the tape and add the coins to 
each of your airplanes. 

 Which paper airplane carried the 
most coin and still could glide at 
least ten feet? Record the data. 

 Count the money and answer the 
question: How \ much “cargo” can a 
paper cargo airplane carry?”  

PAPER AIRPLANE SIDE HUSSLE 
 Start a new business that 

specializes in paper airplanes. 

 What is the name of your 
business? 

 What is the purpose of your 
business 

 Why do people need to buy your 
product? 

 What kinds (models) of paper 
airplanes to you have in stock? 

 How much do your paper 
airplanes cost? 

 What is your company slogan 
or Catch Phrase, (i.e. 
McDonald is “I’m lovin’ It” - 
Bounty is “The Quicker picker 
upper”)? 

 

PAPER AIRPLANE SIDE HUSTLE - 
continued 
 Start a new business that 

specializes in paper airplanes. 

 What is the name of your 
business? 

 What is the purpose of your 
business 

 Why do people need to buy your 
product? 

 What kinds (models) of paper 
airplanes to you have in stock? 

 How much do your paper 
airplanes cost? 

 What is your company slogan or 
Catch Phrase, (i.e. McDonald is 
“I’m lovin’ It” - Bounty is “The 
Quicker picker upper”)? 

 

PAPER AIRPLANE BUISINESS 

 What was a side hustle is 
now a very profitable 
business.  

 Write a letter to the of 
product manager of 
Amazon promoting your 
paper airplanes.  

 Email me your letter with 
finished. 

4B-Day  Edmodo Class code:  aj9s99 
11B-Day Edmodo Class code: 7ubsxq 
12B-DayEdmodo Class code: ah4nv7  
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